We propose a new approach for detecting topic boundaries and ke-words in arbitrary speech. with neither recognition nor prosodic processing, aiming at quick access to the content of recorded raw speech. This approach is based on the general tendency that frequently-repeated phrases/words in speech are characteristic of topics in discourse, so it uses pairs of phonetically similar segments (PPSSs) of speech to represent topics in speech. This approach has the advantage of being domain and language-independent and robust against variations in the speaker and background noise. as it needs neither a language nor acoustic model in advance. Experiments using simulated dialogues conbned the good pedormance of this approach. We also propose Incremental Reference Interval-free Continuous Dyiamic Programming (IRIFCDP) as an algorithm for detecting PPSSs in speech for the above method. IRIFCDP can detect PPSSs dciently in synchronization with the speech, so it is suitable for handling long speech samples.
INTRODUCTION
The retried, manipulation. and reuse of recorded raw speech is difficult. It takes a lot of time to access a desired part of recorded speech. particularly if the speech is long.
If topic boundaries and keywords in arbitrary speech could be antomatidy detected, it would be possible to skip over irrelevant topics, and construct an overview of the speech content more efficiently! thus enabling quick access to the desired topic.
For this purpose, we propose a new approach based on repetitions in speech. This approach has the advantage of being domain and language-independent and robust against variations in the speaker and background noise. as it needs neither a language nor acoustic model in advance. In investigating the acquisition of useful information from speech without linguistic knowledge7 there are methods for segmenting speech according to emphasis using pauses [l] or prosodic information 121, but none have so far used repetition.
We also propose an algorithm called Incremental Reference ' At present, Sharp Corporation +-At presenr, Kawasaki Steel Corporation Intend-free Continuous Dynamic Programming (IFUFCDP) for detecting pairs of phonetically similar segments (PPSSs) in speech for use in the above method. There has been some research on the detection of similar segments in speech [3, 41.
Those techniques, however, are all for detecting segments that are similar to two independent speech samples: they are not intended for use in detecting similar segments nithin one discourse sample. as needed here. Moreover, these conventional methods are also inappropriate for handling long speech samples, which is necessary in order to implement the abovementioned functions.
In the rest of this paper, Section 2 explains the formalization and performance evaluation of IRIFCDP and Section 3 describes our approach and methods of detecting keywords and topic boundaries. We perform starting point-free matching of any arbitrary segment Xi = (z+,, --.,z+,), 1 5 7 . < re 5 N, with X. Here we denote the matching distance between X and X i as G(t, r., 7 , ) at frame t. We treat the segment pairs whose matching distances are below a threshold value as PPSSs. As the combination of rr and re is enormous, we need an efficient algorithm for calculating G(t, T,, re).
For easy comprehension, we first explain the matching by Reference Interval-free Continuous DP (FUFCDP) [3] on ing algorithm between arbitrary section in a reference pattern and arbitrary section in an input pattern. In this w e RIFCDP can detect PPSSs by using an input pattern as a reference.
RIFCDP is an extension of Continuous DP (CDP), which is used for spotting words or sentences in spontaneous speech is not shared, so CDP needs a lot of calculation for matching of arbitrary partial segment.
Here we assume that we can use the partial path (solid cuxve in Figure 1) Figure 1 ). Under this assumption we can approsimately obtain G(t: ry7 re) at (t: 7,) by G(t: 1: re)-P(t, re: r U ) .
P(t:r,:T,)
is the accumulated distance at rYr 1 5 r, 5 7 , :
along the optimal path to the grid (t:T.): so P(t:~,:r,) is identical to G(t: 1: rc). RIFCDP gives G(t, 7,: 7,) by keeping the history of accumulated distance, P(t, re: r e ) for 1 5 rS 5 rS along the optimal path to each gid. We confirmed that this approximation is applicable from experimental results. See Itoh [3] for detail. Although the above approach can dciently calculate
it requires a lot of memory to keep the history for a long input and cannot perform the detection simultaneously with speech input, because the patterns and calculation range of FUFCDP are static.
To overcome this limitation we developed Incremental RIFCDP (IRIFCDP) by ex%ending RIFCDP. The feature of IRIFCDP is a dynamic extension of reference pattern: which is performed by adding the most recent input frame to the end of reference in synchronization with the input frame. This extension enables IRIFCDP to detect PPSSs simultaneously with speech input. The calculation range is extended in proportion to the reference ex*ension. For example, the calculation range becomes [ L t -D] at frame t: where D is a small positive value that is necessary to avoid the matching with segment itself: which is meaningless.
Note that IRIFCDP can also detect PPSSs among two independent input streams by adding the most recent frame from one input stream to the reference and using the another as the input stream.
We also introduce a calculation range restriction into IR- This approach does not employ linguistic knowledge: such as a lesicon: and so it has the advantage of being domain-and language-independent. This also indicates that this method is not limited to speech. Moreover, it needs no prior assumptions about the acoustic properties of the input, so it is robust against variations in the speaker and background noise.
On the other hand, this approach has the inherent shortcom-
ing that the quality of detection is afFected by the frequency of appearance of keyword repetition in the speech samples. This approach is also weak at dealing with speech that indudes voices from multiple speakers such as conversation:
since it is difficult to detect PPSSs among Merent speakers as long as without speech recognition.
Keyword Detection
Under the above assumption that PPSSs of speech can be used to represent topics in speech, we can treat es-racted
PPSSs themselves as keywords of topics.
The procedure of keyword detection is as follows: (1) We conducted an experiment to measure the performance of this method. The experimental conditions were the same as for the above experiment. To evaluate keyword detection: we introduced two evaluation indices, the shortening rate and keyword detection rate. which respectively represent the ratio of keyword segment candidates to the original speech and the ratio of keFords candidates to correct keywords. We used repeated content words which consist of at least four syllables in the speech as the correct keywords. In this eqeriment the ratio of correct k e y o r d segment to the original speech was 11.9%. 
Topic Boundary Detection
The basic idea of the detection method is as follows. ??;e consider speech in which two different topics are spoken in sequence. When PPSSs are detected in such speech, two cases can be considered: a) repetition that extends across topics and b) repetition within a topic. In the former case, the repetitions extend across a topic boundary to involve two topics; in the latter, the repetition occurs within a single topic. If repetitions are characteristic of the topic, the second case will occur more frequently. than the &st. Conversely: time periods that are straddled by few pairs of repeated segments are topic boundaries. This method is not limited to speech: it is also applicable for texk To determine the effectiveness of the proposed method. we performed the following experiments. The speech samples we used were constructed by connecting four-topic simulated dialogues uttered by one male speaker [i] . The total length of the speech sample was approximately 900 seconds. The calculation range was set to 60 seconds.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 . The actual topic boundaries are shown above the figure, which are labeled with the topic names. We can see from the figure that dips in the graph occur near the topic boundaries. Most of the clear dips that appear in places other than the topic boundaries are considered to indicate sub-topic boundaries. For example, the dip that appears near 18i seconds lies within the topic "Tsukuba Information": but it divides that topic into two sub-topics: the part that precedes that dip is a sub-topic concerning "Transportation to Tsukuba": the part that follow the dip is the subtopic "Popular Sights in Tsukuba" The other dips also generally correspond to sub-topic boundaries in a similar fashion. Thus, we condude that the proposed method is promising for detecting the boundaries of topics in spoken discourse.
posed Inaemental Reference Intend-free Continuous Dynamic Programming as an algorithm for detecting pairs of phonetically similar segments in speech for the above method. This can deteet phonetically similar segments in speech efficiently in spchronization with the speech input, so it is suitable for long speech samples.
